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should be easy. Well that is unless you
have a Google Home smart speaker,

which, at the time of writing, was
crashing hard when trying to log into
the Google Home app. I had a Google

Home Mini since it was released in
2014 and have always been a loyal
user of the Google assistant, albeit,

barely using it. The Smart Home
revolution has finally arrived thanks to

services like Amazon’s Alexa and I
can’t help but feel that Google was at

best, a little late to the party. After
buying my Mini for £49 it felt more like
receiving something that was thrown in
for free. It felt like it came with a free
subscription to the Alphabet channel
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on YouTube, which might be nice, but
it hasn’t really added much. Like many

people I have loads of queries that I
ask every now and then. I can ask

questions about the weather, the news,
my garden and a million other things,
in the past, I would ask my phones. I

would tell it to ‘play music’ and then go
and find my phones Spotify app. If you
are looking for the weather I would ask
my phone, “what’s the weather like?” If

you are looking for the nearest
restaurant, “what’s the nearest

restaurant?” Now days, I actually have
to ask Google. No longer can I just ask

a phone, “play music,” “what’s the
weather like?” or “what is the nearest
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restaurant?” And each time I have to
ask it, it takes me to the Google search
results. Now, if you are finding Google
is a little slow in answering questions,
it’s not. But Google does seem a little
slow in responding to requests. If you
ask a person a question, then that is

their input into giving an answer. Why
do I need voice recognition?
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directory the patch and the patch will be highlighted. All the saves have been updated and from now
all the official servers will be compatible with the mod. And as you're already the owner of the mod
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